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ªª and ªb are unknown constants with suitable restrictions. A 

covariance matrix far which H ve is true is said to have compound 

symmetry. Compound symmetry is often found in repeated measures 
designs which are not time dependent (Winer [8]). If the order of the 
responses does ~ot matter, then the covariances are exchangeable. The 

Let CT be a normal m-variate population with mean vector µ and 

positive definite covariance matrix ¿ = (aij). Let Hvc be the hypothesis 

that the variances are equal and the covariances are equal, i.e., 

Ilvc : ª11 = ··· = ª,nm = ªª; ª12 = ··· = ªIm = ... = ªrn-1,m = ªb, where 

l. Introduction 

This paper is concerned with testing multisample compound symmetry 
of k multivariate Gaussian models. The likelihood ratio test statistic 
and its null moments for testing multisample compound symmetry have 
been derived. The asymptotic null distribution of the test statistic has 
been obtained using Box's method. This test can be viewed as an 
extension of Wilks' test for testing intraclass correlation structure of a 
covariance matrix. 
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Let X91, j = 1, ... , N9 be a random sample from N,n(µ9, Lg), where 

µ9 and Lg are unknown, g = 1, ... , k. Let X9 and A9 be, respectively, 

the mean vector and the matrix of sum of squares and products from the 
- "\:'N "\:'N - - ' gth sample, i.e., N9X9 = LJJ!i X91, A9 ·= LJJ!i (X91 - X9)(X91 - X9), 

"'\:" k "'\:" k g = 1, ... , k and put A= L.Jg=l A9 and N0 = L.Jg=l N9. The likelihood 

ratio test statistic A for testing H ue(k) can be derived as 

2. The Likelihood Ratio Test Statistic 

In this article, we will derive the modified likelihood ratio test 

statistic A* for testing Hue(J?,), its null moments and asymptotic expansion 

of the distribution function of a constant multiple of - 2 ln A*. 

2· where o > o, ·· p(- 1/(m - 1) < p < 1) are unknown constants, Im is an 

identity matrix of order tri and J is an m x m matrix having all its 
elements unity. Such a hypothesis arises in repeated measures designs 
with two or more repeated factors where if the assumption of 
homogeneity of group covariance matrices cannot be made a priori it 
needs to be tested. 

(1.1) Hve(k) : Í::1 = ... = Lk = cr2[(1- p)l,n + pJ], 

Let 01, ... , CTk be k independent m-variate normal populations with 

mean vectors µ1, ... , u» and positive definite covariance matrices 

I1, ... , Lk, respectively. The hypothesis of multisample compound 

symmetry can be stated as 

term exchangeable is synonymous with compound symmetry. The 
problem of testing Hve was first considered by Wilks [7] who derived the 

likelihood ratio test statistic Ave, its null moments and distributional 

results for small values of tn, The problem of testing H ve plays a very 

useful role in areas like medica! research and psychometrics. Such models 
also arise in the study of familia! data. 
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nk det(A tgh/2 

f J g=l g 
x A1>0 ... Ah>O {tr(JA)}11oh/2[tr{(ml,n - J)A}]71o(m-l)h/2 

( l)no(m-l)h/2( )nomh/2 1 E( *h) _ ni - mn0 
A - k k 

ng=l n;gmh/2 det(2 Ir012r Ig=l r,n (ng ;2) 

Since A1, ... , Ak are independent Wishart matrices (Anderson [1], 

Gupta and Nagar [3]) and under Hvc(k), Aq"- W,n(ng, í:), L = 

cr2[(1 - p)I,n + pJ], we obtain the hth null moment of A* by integrating 

over Wishart densities. That is, 

3. The Null Moments 

where n9 = N9 -1 and n0 = ¿:=l n9 = N0 - k. Note that for k = 1, 

the hypothesis of multisample symmetry reduces to the Wilks' H ve 

hypothesis for testing intraclass-correlation structure of a covariance 
matrix. 

(2.2) 

A' = (m -1)no(m-1)/2(mnofº"'/2 rt. det(Ag)"g/2 rr nngm/2 {tr(JA)}11o/2[tr{(mlm - J)A}ro(m-1)/2 ' 
9=1 g 

The null hypothesis Hvc(k) is rejected if A ::::; A0, where A0 is determined 

by the null distribution and the level of significance. Using modification 

suggested by Bartlett, the modified likelihood ratio test statistic A* for 
testing Hvc(k) is obtained as 

nk N /2 
( l)No(m-1)/2( N )Nom/2 det(A9) g 

A = ,n - ,n o ----,---,---"'-g=_l ~~~ n; N:gm/2 {tr(JA)}No/2[tr{(m/m - J)A}to(m-1)/2 

(2.1) 
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x exp[-i ytr{(mlm .. J}A)]dy, Re(h} > O, 

100 no(m-l)h/2-1 X y 
o 

[t {(. l J)A}]-n0(m-l)h/2 _ 1 
r m ni - - 2no(m-l)h/2r[no(m - l)h/2] 

and 

Re(h) > O, 

{tr(JA)rnoh/2 = . 1 J00 xnoh/2-1 exp{- _!_ X tr(JA)}dx, 
2noh12r(noh/2) o 2 

Replacing {tr(JA)rnoh/2 and [{tr(mlm - J)A}rno(m-l)h/2 by their 

equivalent gamma integrals, namely 

(3.2) 

X f {tr(JA)rnoh/2{tr(ml,n - J)Arno(m-l)h/2 
A>O 

det(2 ¿yio(l+h)/2rm[n0(1 + h)/2] 

E[{tr(JA)rnohf2{tr(mlm - J)Arno(m-l)h/2] 

1 

where now A9 have independent W,11(n9(l + h), I.), g = 1, ... , h. Hence 

the random matrix A = L:=l A9 has W,,i(n0(1 + h), í.) and 

(3.1) X E[{tr(JA)rnoh/2{tr(ml,n - J)Arno(rn-l)h/2], 

( - l)n0(m-l)h/2( n 1 )n0mh/2 ll r [n (1 + h)/2] 
= ,n , "'o det(2 ¿yioh/2I1 _,_n_g----,-----:--,--- 

I1h ngmh/2 r,,i(ng/2) n9 9=1 g=l 
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(3.4) 

E[{tr(JA)rnohf2{tr(mlm - J)Arno(m-l)hf2] 

-noh/2 r(no/2)r[no(m -1)/2] 
= det(Zm I) r[no(l + h)/2]r[n0(m -1) (1 + h)/2] · 

the expression (3.3) is further simplified as 

bno(m-l)/2 r[n0(m -1)/2]r[n0(m - l)h/2] 
= ,nno(m-l)h/2 r[no(m -1) (1 + h)/2] 

and 

i oo noh/2-l( -1 )-no(l+h)/2d ano/2 r(no/2)r(noh/2) 
x a + xtri x = [ ( )/ ] 

0 ,nnoh/2 I' n0 1 + h 2 

Now, using the results det(I-1 + xJ + y(mI,n - J)) = (a-1 + xm)(b-l + 

ymyn-1, where a = a2[1 + (m - l)p] and b = a2(1 - p), 

X s: yno(m-l)h/2-l det(I-1 + xJ + y(mI,n - J)rno(l+h)/2dxdy. (3.3) 

x etr [-! ¡¿-l + xJ + y(rnlm - J))A ]dA dx dy 

x r00 xnoh/2-l r00 yno(m-l)h/2-l i det(Aino+noh-,n-l)/2 
Jo Jo M.>O 

respectively, where Re(-) denotes the real part of O in (3.2) and 

integrating out A using multivariate gamma integral (Gupta and Nagar 
[3, p. 18]) we have 

E[{tr(JA)rnoh/Z {tr(mlm - J)Arno(m-l)hf2] 
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By using (3.6) and Box's method of expansion (see Anderson [l]), we 

find the correction factor for L = -2 ln A* to be 

4. Asymptotic Null Distribution 

E(A*h) = (m -1}'1(m-l)h/2p[(m - l)n/2] Ilm-1 r[n(l + h)/2 - j/2] (3.7) 
ve p[(m - l)n(l + h )/2] . r[(n - j)/2] 

J=l 

where Re[n9(1 + h)] > m -1, g = 1, ... , k. Substituting k = 1, n1 = n = N -1 

in (3.6) and simplifying, we get the hth moment of modified Wilks' A~c 

sta tistic as 

(3.6) Ilk n r[n9(l + h)/2 - (j -1)/2] 
x 9=1 j=l r[(n9 - j + 1)/2] , 

( _ l)no(m-l)h/2 nomh/2 r( /2)r[ ( 1)/2] E(A*h) = _,_n n-=--º-- no no tti - 

Ilk ngmh/2 r[n0(1 + h)/2]r[n0(m -1)(1 + h)/2] 
n9 

9=1 

Thus we get 

,n ( . ) r,n(a) = 7t,n(m-l)/4TI r a - J; l , Re(a) > ,n; l. 
J=l 

where Re[n9(1 + h)] > tri -1, g = 1, ... , k. Further simplification of É(A*h) 

can be achieved by using 

r(n0/2)r[n0(m -1)/2] ú rm[n9(l + h)/2] 
x r[n0(1 + h)/2]r[n0(m -1)(1 + h)/2] 

9=1 
r11i(n9/2) ' (3-5) 

( · l)no(ni-l)h/2 n0mh/2 
E(A*h) = m - no 

Ilk ngph/2 
ti 

9=1 9 

Finally, substituting (3.4) in (3.1) and simplifying the resulting 
expression, we obtain 
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where f(j) = f(f + 2) ··· (t + 2j - 2) and u is the upper percentage point of 

chi-square distribution with f degrees of freedom. For the exact 

distribution of A* one may resort to methods given in Gupta and Tang [2] 
and Nagar and Sánchez [5]. 

2 . 
2y2 '°' u1 ( -3 u + --2 L.J -¡- + O cn0) , 

(cn0) j=l 1(j) 

Applying the general inversion expansion of Hill and Davis [4] (also 
see Sugiura and Nagao [6]) to (4.1), we get the asymptotic formula for the 
percentage point of Mas 

2 [ k 12 m 1 ( ) 2 no - - m -1 (2m + 3m - 1) - - 1 
18(m -1)2(km(m + 1)- 4] 4 ~ n9 

l k ( )2 Y2 = 48 m(m2 - l)(m + 2) L ;:o 
g:::l g 

where f = km(m + 1)/2 - 2 and 

= P(x7 ~ x) + ~ {P(x?+4 ~ x)- P(x7 s x)} + O(cn0)~3, (4.1) 
(cn0) 

P[M ~ x] 

and the asymptotic expansion of the null distribution of M = cL as 

r k l _ _ 2m 1 2 . n0 
e - 1 3(,n -1) [km(m + 1)- 4]no 4 (m -1) (2m + 3m -1) ~ n;~ -1 
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